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Introducing the robust, advanced Green Ninja Pro:

The Green Ninja Pro is our smallest 
of the petrol powered SatusteamTM 
machines. Our patented SatusteamTM 
technology offers a safe zone for everybody - 
far removed from the obvious harmful effects 
of poisonous herbicides. Research 
confirms that Weedtechnics SatusteamTM 
weed control systems are 3x faster than hand 
weeding. 

Compact and powerful  
the Green Ninja Pro is the 

smallest machine in our 

petrol powered range.

Easy manoeuvrability  
and can reach confined 

areas with low inclines.

Safe to be used around 

your people, organic 

produce and animals. 

Reliable and 
trustworthy for years of 

continuous, every-day use. 

Perfect for  killing weeds 

in tight places with flat 

access, such as nurseries, 

school playgrounds and 

hobby farms.  

Teamed up with the right 

accessories and 

attachments, it is your 

trusted friend for organic, 

chemical free weed control.

Pressure cleaning and 
sanitizing hard surfaces is a 

unique, added advantage 

that our SatusteamTM 

systems offer.

Key Highlights

Easy SatusteamTM 

Delivery
The cool-touch lance is 

light weight, easy to 
handle. Coupled with 

the wheel kit, the lance 
is easily manoeuvrable. 

You can reach those 
nooks and crannies 
with just a feather-

touch push!

No spray drift, 
no worries! 

Weedtechnics applicator 
heads are carefully 

engineered to have the 
maximum effect of 

SatusteamTM on those 
annoying weeds. All the 
white clouds you create 
are just chemical free 

steam. It is even safe to 
use your treated area 

immediately.

Built to last

The Green Ninja Pro is 
built to handle long hours 
of daily use. It is capable 
of treating dense weed 

infestation in tight 
spaces, with ease.

Feel empowered

Weed control with a 
SatusteamTM machine 
gives you more time in 
your hands to dedicate 
to the things you love. 

Keep those pesky weeds 
at bay without breaking 
your back or stressing 

your arms!

Model Specifications:

Water Usage:

Diesel Rate

Fuel Tank Capacity:

Weight:

Green Ninja Pro

5L / min

4.7L / hr

17L

190 kg

*Note: the consumption figures are a guide-only.



What’s your Satusteam™ solution?
We specialise in creating ‘bespoke solutions’ for weed 
control. We listen to your weed problems, analyse your 
concerns and design a custom solution that is special for 
you. With top-notch customer service and technical 
support, you are in for a life-changing experience. We 
recommend undergoing safe operations, maintenance 
and productivity training for 1st time machine owners. 
 
All SatusteamTM machines can be fitted on a skid or 
arranged on a trailer. Ask your SatusteamTM expert for 
more information. 

The bare unit comes with:

Cool-touch 
Lance

Versitech 35 
Cover Head 

(VCH 35)

Pressure 
Cleaning 
Nozzles

30m Insulated 
hose 

(Extendable)

 Versitech 
Open Head 

(VOH)

The City of Fremantle has used non chemical weed control for a 
number of years now and Weedtechnics has been the successful 
tenderer for the past 3 years. The City has had experience with a 
number of machines with limited success until the Weedtechnics 
range was brought to Western Australia
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Before After

Increase productivity:

Wheel Kit Spike Head Spigot Reel

CONTACT US sales@steamnweeds.com 
587-437-8326 | 306-661-9005 

2502 10 Ave, Wainwright, AB T9W 1W3

or visit our website
www.steamnweeds.com


